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          Product: PDFNet

Product Version: 9.4.8.503

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

PDFNet convert excel to XOD text text cropped.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

My environment:

	Windows 10 Enterprise x64


After converting excel to XOD, in result xod file, some of text cropped

	
source excel:

[image: image]


	
result XOD:





[image: image]
image781×349 27.5 KB



Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert multiple file types to PDF on Windows
	Is there currently an “AnyCpu” version or only as 32bit or 64bit?
	There was a mismatch between the processor architecture of the project being built - warning MSB3270: There was a mismatch between the processor architecture of the project being built.
	Convert Image to PDF on Windows

Forums:	Can I convert Office files to XOD/PDF using Microsoft Word Viewer?
	Is there a better way to identify tables in PDF document in order to tag them as Tables?
	Does HTML2PDF conversion loose the information related to H1-H6 headings?
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          Hello,

Thank you for contacting us about this. Could you please provide us with the original XOD file so that we can take a look on our end? If the document is sensitive and you do not wish to share in the public form, you can send it to support@pdftron.com.
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          Hello. All files was sent by email.
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          Hello. Do You have any updates about the ticket?

Thanks.
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          I am happy to report that this resolved in our latest 9.4.2 SDK release.
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The fix should also be in our Nuget packages if you are using those.
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